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#critlib15 tweetapalooza
Here's a huge unthreaded post of everything* Storify returned when asked
to pull Tweets with "#critlib15" on 2015-03-29. They're in order of oldest to
newest, but with no further organization. Contact me if you have ideas for
how to organize them better! *everything after previous #critlib chat
by

foureyedsoul

2 months ago

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza

99 Views 
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

J. Turner Masland
@deweysnotdead


Follow

Swag for #critlib15 is starting to roll in! Getting excited to
welcome participants to campus!
1:24 PM  16 Mar 2015
3

6

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

@mauraweb @kevinseeber OMG love this idea! #critlib15
10:34 AM  17 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Kevin Seeber
@kevinseeber


Follow

Friends, #critlib15 needs some #criticaltheorydinosaurnames.
11:37 AM  17 Mar 2015

Kevin Seeber
@kevinseeber


Follow

Praxisaurus! #criticaltheorydinosaurnames #critlib15
2:28 PM  17 Mar 2015
1

4

Sarah Polkinghorne
@sarahpolk


Follow

Frierodactyl #criticaltheorydinosaurnames #critlib15
3:04 PM  17 Mar 2015
1

Erin Leach
@erinaleach


Follow

I am currently waitlisted for the #critlib15 unconference. *crosses
fingers*
6:26 AM  19 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Erin Leach
@erinaleach


Follow

I'm off the waitlist for the #critlib15 unconference. This is so
exciting, you guys.
1:32 PM  19 Mar 2015
1

8

Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Just followed everyone that will be at #critlib15 unconference.
My work here is done. See you Wednesday!
critlib2015.weebly.com
2:48 PM  19 Mar 2015
2

9

Caro Pinto
@caropinto


Follow

As #acrl2015 & #critlib15 approach, I realize how excited I am to
head west & see awesome pals & colleagues.
5:47 PM  19 Mar 2015
2

3

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

First ACRL. First unconference. Oh, hello, social anxiety. Still,
I'm excited for #critlib15 and #acrl2015.
6:19 PM  19 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Lead Pipe
@libraryleadpipe


Follow

#ComingDownThePipe next week @SimonXIX gives an
inspiring & detailed look @JournalRadLib in the UK #critlib
#critlib15 Check back Wednesday!
7:11 AM  20 Mar 2015
7

4

J. Turner Masland
@deweysnotdead


Follow

#FF for fellow #critlib15 organizer! RT @kellymce My actual goal
for #acrl2015 is to hit a thousand followers. #kidding/notkidding
8:13 AM  20 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

#ff #acrl2015 #critlib15 organizers @kellymce @mauraweb
@catladylib @deweysnotdead @ibeilin See you Wednesday in
PDX! ow.ly/i/a1D2m
10:05 AM  20 Mar 2015
4

4

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Kathleen Reed
@kathleenreed


Follow

#critlib15 #acrl15 organizers, you have the best conference logo
ever! Sad I won't be down to #PDX in time for uncon
10:39 AM  20 Mar 2015
3

6

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

@kathleenreed whooo!!! high five!! can I save you a #critlib15
sticker to give to you at #acrl2015?
11:02 AM  20 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Annie Pho
@catladylib


Follow

Finalized my slides for the #critlib15 unconference at #acrl2015.
I took @barnlib's suggestions very seriously. Let's just say that.
5:34 PM  21 Mar 2015
7

Kevin Seeber
@kevinseeber


Follow

Here's what on my mind ahead of #acrl2015 / #critlib15.
kevinseeber.com/blog/backwest/
7:40 AM  22 Mar 2015
4

Joanna Gadsby
@jkgadsby


Follow

#Sundaylibrarian following every Tweeter on #critlib15 list.
Getting super psyched about this event! #acrl2015
10:34 AM  22 Mar 2015
1

8

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

@jkgadsby what list are you working from? #critlib15
10:45 AM  22 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Closing out my night by sending out some #criticalfeels to the
#critlib15 Google group... #critlib #grateful #nowtobed
8:50 PM  22 Mar 2015
1

Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

I am excited for #acrl2015 this week! Because it's in my favorite
city #pdx, the #critlib15 unconference, poster presentation, and
my peeps!
10:27 PM  22 Mar 2015
5

Eamon Tewell
@EamonTewell


Follow

There's still time to donate time/money/snacks to #critlib15:
sokindregistry.org/registry/4347
9:05 AM  23 Mar 2015
3

1

l1brar1an
@l1brar1an


Follow

@esquetee on my way to #acrl2015 and #critlib15 as we tweet
10:11 AM  23 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

@jacobsberg see you at #critlib15 and your session!
10:33 AM  23 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Roasting coffee for #critlib15 and picking up zines for
@zinepavilion at #acrl2015, pretty good day
12:34 PM  23 Mar 2015
11

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Joanna Gadsby
@jkgadsby


Follow

One cancelled flight so far on the way to #acrl2015 #critlib15.
Rerouted, hope that's the worst of it!
12:41 PM  23 Mar 2015

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

@librarybell unrelated: will I see you at #acrl2015 and/or
#critlib15?
6:18 PM  23 Mar 2015

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Slow on the uptake and just realized #critlib15 ends at 3pm on
Wedanyone interested in getting some #criticalcoffee after?
(@elliehearts?)
7:02 PM  23 Mar 2015
3

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

#criticalcoffee #critlib15 Check out our options...
portlandfoodanddrink.com/readersurvey… @elliehearts (+
anyone else who wants to join!) :)
7:04 PM  23 Mar 2015
PDX Food Dude @pdxFoodDude
Reader Survey 2015: Best Coffeehouse in
Portland  Portland Food and...
We love our coffee, and judging by the comments,
many of us have strong preferences about the
Best Coffeehouse in Portland.
View on web

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

@mauraweb Up for #criticalcoffee after #critlib15? (cf.
twitter.com/mauraweb/statu…) See attached thread for convo so
far :) all are welcome!
8:36 PM  23 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Kinda hoping to sneak in some #critpotato at @PotatoChampion
this week. Maybe post#critlib15?
7:32 AM  24 Mar 2015
4

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Julie Adamo
@jmadamo


Follow

En route to #acrl2015! Preparing for my presentation with
@caropinto and Caroline Nappo on neoliberalism and coll. dev.
#critlib15 BOS>PDX
7:54 AM  24 Mar 2015
2

Roxanne Shirazi
@RoxanneShirazi


Follow

Realizing I can *walk* to #critlib15 from my hotel \o/
8:47 AM  24 Mar 2015
3

Eveline Houtman
@EvelineLH


Follow

experiencing severe #acrl2015 and #critlib15 envy! (timing just
didn't work out this year)  but hoping to make it to #CAPAL15
11:14 AM  24 Mar 2015
3

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

@erinaleach you ARE wearing your medal to #critlib15 aren’t
you?
1:46 PM  24 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Made it to Portland, relaxing in my super sweet airbnb sitch, gearing up for #critlib15 in the…
instagram.com/p/0osKKhqWSm/



MEGAN WATSON @MEGANJWATSON · 2 MONTHS AGO

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Checked in to my hotel, spent a half hour in the soaking pool,
*taps wood* migrainefree at the moment. Hopeful I’ll make it to
#critlib15.
10:58 PM  24 Mar 2015
3

Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Settled in at my parents on the outskirts of Portland. Tomorrow:
Max to PSU for #acrl15 #critlib15! Excited!
11:23 PM  24 Mar 2015
3

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Steve Casburn
@scasburn_life


Follow

Too sick to make it to #critlib15 ... :(
6:48 AM  25 Mar 2015

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

@imlaurie What stop is the best to get off at for Hoffman Hall?
#critlib15
6:49 AM  25 Mar 2015

Pep Torn
@peptorn


Follow

@imlaurie Enjoy #acrl15, #critlib15 and Portland!!
7:51 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Made it to The Max. But where should I get my latte near
#critlib15 ?
8:04 AM  25 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

On my way to #critlib15!
8:14 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

l1brar1an
@l1brar1an


Follow

By minivan, by train, by foot, I am on my way to #critlib15
8:17 AM  25 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

#critlib15 this way
8:23 AM  25 Mar 2015
4
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Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

Stooping for Mexican cafe de olla with @blinablevitan before
#critlib15
8:42 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Kicking off my #acrl2015 with a preconference on norming
rubrics, followed by 2nd half of #critlib15. Happy conference
friends!
8:58 AM  25 Mar 2015

Docuseek2
@Docuseek2


Follow

Are critical resources part of the critical librarian's portfolio?
#critlib15 #acrl2015 Booth 379
9:01 AM  25 Mar 2015

Caro Pinto
@caropinto


Follow

.@jmadamo & I are presenting on 'The Neoliberal in YOUR
Library' at 8am PST in RM F149150 #neolibresist #ACRL2015
#critlib15
9:01 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

So excited to spend the day with #critlib peeps! #critlib15
9:03 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Christine M. Moeller
@christinemmoe


Follow

Starting my day at #acrl2015 at #critlib15 and enjoying all the
greenery here in Portland.
9:04 AM  25 Mar 2015
1
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Baharak Yousefi
@BaharakY


Follow

And this kids is how it's done! Thank you #critlib15.
9:05 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

7

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Roxanne Shirazi
@RoxanneShirazi


Follow

Portland! Kicking off my first ACRL conference with a morning
stroll to #critlib15
9:12 AM  25 Mar 2015
5

Maura Smale
@mauraweb


Follow

Already having the best time at #critlib15, may not have enough
mental bandwidth to tweet.
9:13 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Getting things rolling at the #critlib15 unconference! @ Portland State University
instagram.com/p/0qDETsRAOp/



ARIANA @ARIPANTS · 2 MONTHS AGO

Andrew Asher
@aasher


Follow

Hi to @kellyblanchat my new hifive buddy! #critlib15
9:15 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

#critlib15 Bingo... #acrl2015
9:16 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

#critlib15 bingo lol.
9:16 AM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Roxanne Shirazi
@RoxanneShirazi


Follow

Wrangling the schedule for #critlib15
critlib2015.weebly.com/program.html
9:18 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Such a grand stage! #critlib15
9:19 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Maura Seale
@mauraseale


Follow

@mauraweb This is the best. #critlib15
9:21 AM  25 Mar 2015
5

Jonny
@stupidplover


Follow

Sorry to be missing #critlib15 I trust that I will be seeing a lot of
you at CAPAL?
9:21 AM  25 Mar 2015

Shirley Lew
@shlew


Follow

Striking library workers at UofT crowdfunder mentioned by
@kellymce is here: gofundme.com/libsolidarity #critlib15 Thx,
@tararobertson
9:21 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

This is the crowdfunding initiative I mentioned, for striking lib
workers at U of T and York: gofundme.com/libsolidarity #critlib15
9:22 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Katie LD Hassman
@katieldh


Follow

killer way to jump start my first ever ACRL conference :: great
coffee, killer company, critical conversations @ #critlib15
9:22 AM  25 Mar 2015

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

@librarygrrrl icebreaker convo started me thinking about
applying critical theory in multiple library contexts. Great start to
#critlib15
9:22 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Who wants to be in my new folk duo, Nametag and Muffins?
#critlib15
9:22 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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gina levitan
@blinablevitan

At #critlib15 today and there's bingo. And a zine. And a button that I will be wearing until it
literally falls off my jacket.



2 MONTHS AGO

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

#critlib15 is a go! Sorting logistics now, getting ready to do some
learning
9:22 AM  25 Mar 2015

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

@JessicaCritten *raises hand* #critlib15
9:22 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Love! RT @edrabinski: #critlib15 bingo lol.
9:23 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

M is for Rachel
@RachelMFleming


Follow

#critlib15 "I know you from the internet!"
9:23 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Lauren Dodd Hall
@laurendodd


Follow

#critlib15 (at @Portland_State University in Portland, OR)
swarmapp.com/c/6YeeuhVef0v
9:24 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
Swarm @swarmapp
Lauren | Portland State University
Want to keep up with Lauren's adventures? Get
Swarm, the new app from Foursquare.
View on web

3

＼（○＾ω＾○）／
@chiericchi1308

#KCA #VoteJKT48ID edrabinski: #critlib15 bingo lol. ift.tt/1Gm1zy4
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John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

Working out the #critlib15 schedule
9:25 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

Gr Keer
@bluebrarian


Follow

#critlib15 is getting started at PSU
9:25 AM  25 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Eli GandourRood
@eliganrood


Follow

Hey @kellymce I've already got three spots filled on my
#critlib15 bingo card!
9:26 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

4

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

If anyone needs to fill in this square come find me #critlib15
9:26 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

9

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Fastest unconference scheduling everrrrrr #critlib15
9:29 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Carrie DunhamLaGree
@DrakeLibrarian


Follow

All the cool kids are at #critlib15. My Twitter feed makes me wish
I were there too, but my preconference is fun so far:)
9:29 AM  25 Mar 2015

Ian McCullough
@bookscout


Follow

@jacobsberg @laurendodd @RachelMFleming @shiggins
@librarygrrrl I should have done #critlib15
9:31 AM  25 Mar 2015

tara robertson
@tararobertson


Follow

Wish I was at #critlib15 because I've got both cat eye glasses
AND Dansko clogs on.
9:35 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

tara robertson
@tararobertson


Follow

What's a one shot? #critlib15
9:36 AM  25 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

#critlib15 guess the intro session was a popular idea
9:36 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

In the reference guerrilla table at #critlib15
9:39 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Baharak Yousefi
@BaharakY


Follow

About to start "Intro to Critical Theory" at #critlib15!
9:39 AM  25 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

annielivre
@annielivre


Follow

dinosaur swat ftw #critlib15
9:40 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

#critlib15 love the get everyone to clap to get attention method
9:40 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

OA, peer review, and more! #critlib15
9:42 AM  25 Mar 2015

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

.@tgrett I wonder what #radicalrubrics would look like?
#resistthenorming #critlib (crossstream: tagging #critlib15 from
across the city)
9:42 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

critical theory 101 #critlib15 with @Willoughbrarian
9:42 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

#critlib15 "What's reality vs. what's represented"
9:44 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

Discussing the invisible labor behind OA and open source…and
also peer review #critlib15
9:46 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Two Mauras in this session! #critlib15 bingo in the making!
9:46 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

“Critical Theory  some basics”  @Willoughbrarian shar.es/1fLXNW #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

Foucault, panopticon = prisons or facebook or libraries
@Willoughbrarian #critlib15
9:47 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

4

Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

How do we bring our work to the world beyond the library?
Talking about it in library 160 #critlib15
9:47 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

https://storify.com/foureyedsoul/critlib15tweetapalooza
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

What do these things have in common? Foucalt, the matrix,
Bordieu, Elvis impersonators, Facebook as Eye of Sauron?
#critlib15 #acrl2015 !!!!
9:48 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

3

ariana

Follow

@aripants


I love the etherpads on the website. Helping me process as I
take my own handwritten notes.
critlib2015.weebly.com/program.html #critlib15
9:49 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"Judith Butler is our father sister of gender theory." Lydia
Willoughby #critlib15
9:50 AM  25 Mar 2015
5

7

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

Discussing open access, labor production etc breaking down
how it operates in the real world. #critlib15
9:50 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

OA: not free, both for authors and for the behindthescenes
labor. More discoverable/accessible, but not free #critlib15
9:51 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Challenges and successes w/critical pedagogy outside the
library  @JessicaCritten talking abt emphasis on teaching Am
Std Eng, #critlib15
9:52 AM  25 Mar 2015

ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

The intro to critical theory is showing me I knew more than I
thought I did. #critlib15
9:53 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Important to find allies among faculty. #critlib15
9:53 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

Praxis: can you do it by yourself? #critlib15 Critical Theory 101
9:54 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@JessicaCritten: "we all read Parker Palmer and hug each
other" lol #critlib15
9:54 AM  25 Mar 2015

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

@elliehearts in my intro I forgot to say: this is no place for
imposter syndrome! #critlib15
9:55 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Recommended books: Plating Indian & New Jim Crow. #critlib15
9:55 AM  25 Mar 2015
2
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ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

I have the ideas and a lot of the language. I just didn't know who
was famous for popularizing them. #critlib15
9:56 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

In the absence of a mic, we decided to speak louder. #critlib15
#acrl15 Yelling about post structuralism: A good day.
9:56 AM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Shoutout for Heather Hackman as a resource:
stcloudstate.edu/socialresponsi… #critlib15
9:57 AM  25 Mar 2015

Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

Shoutout to @bellhooks in critical library instruction suddenly it
all makes more sense! Also, why was she not on bingo?
#critlib15
9:58 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Gender is role playing. #critlib15
9:58 AM  25 Mar 2015

John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

Hashing out the history of critical theory from structuralism to
present day... pipes, simulacrums, panopticons all mentioned.
#critlib15
9:58 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Look to indigenous studies, gender studies departments,
wherever people are doing social justice work already. #critlib15
9:59 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Two Meghans and a Megan in this research discussion.
#critlib15
10:00 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

Rethinking the container: the journal model no longer necessary
in a digital space, but the communities they create are valuable
#critlib15
10:01 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@bluebrarian says work with students! Can be a way to get
admin support, once students are behind something. #critlib15
10:01 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1
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Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

When we speak about "authors" and schol com we need to
avoid the US centricism of how academia works. #critlib15
#acrl2015
10:02 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

@librarygrrrl we got two Megans at my table…perhaps we
should get together with the Emilys and stage a coup ;)
#critlib15
10:02 AM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Roxanne Shirazi
@RoxanneShirazi


Follow

Whiteboard for this OA, labor, knowledge production session
(thanks, @koreybjackson!) #critlib15
10:03 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

5

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Woah, "oriental medicine" is in the language used in
accreditation for acupuncture, etc. #critlib15
10:03 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Thinking about how words and phrases like "everyone/todo el
mundo" are coded into language enforcing defaults.
#poststructuralism #critlib15
10:03 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

1

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

@meganjwatson the Emilys are going down! @edrabinski
#critlib15
10:03 AM  25 Mar 2015

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Shoutout for @got_privilege at #critlib15 <3
10:03 AM  25 Mar 2015

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

critical theory 101: tension btwn activism/theory, theory/lived
experience #critlib15
10:04 AM  25 Mar 2015
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METROLibraryCouncil
@mnylc


Follow

Following along with #critlib15 all the way from NYC. Wish we
could be there!
10:05 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

Vocab may be what differentiates the expert from the
community; how do we enact critical theory? Theory's use is not
to divide #critlib15
10:06 AM  25 Mar 2015

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@ibeilin says, if you can find money (e.g. a grant, a traveling
exhibit) admin might perk up, can open conversations. #critlib15
10:06 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Eli GandourRood
@eliganrood


Follow

OA & OER realtalk: what do we produce that we can share?
How do we share it? Who can find it and use it? #critlib15
#acrl2015
10:07 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

@kellymce @bellhooks #critlib15 bingo has a Freire reference!
10:07 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Shoutout to the Muslim Journeys program:
bridgingcultures.neh.gov/muslimjourneys/ #critlib15
10:07 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Shoulda been a bingo square: "patriarchy things..." #critlib15
10:07 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

#critlib15 "theoretical understanding vs. more intuitive/ lived
experience in social justice" leaves ppl excluded in the #critlib
convos
10:08 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

1
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Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Appearing foolish can help lead to gaining wisdom. #critlib15
10:10 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"Learning happens through discomfort." Intro to critical theory
session. #critlib15
10:10 AM  25 Mar 2015
9

10

Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

@blinablevitan "We need someone from Hampshire here" just
happened in my #critlib15 session
10:11 AM  25 Mar 2015

Nicholae Cline
@nicholae


Follow

librarian praxis xkcd.com/1053/ #critlib15
10:11 AM  25 Mar 2015
5

3
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Ahhhh, lip service to social justice. #critlib15
10:12 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

#critlib15 the words we use to search are important. Major
disconnect between search tools and natural language.
10:15 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

anna
@nanners314


Follow

lowereastsidelibrarian.info publishes regular updates for
changes in library of congress subject headings #critlib15
10:17 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

5

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Rebecca refers to selfidentified loud mouths as "generous
contributors." #critlib15 #kind
10:17 AM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

Devising better, more transformative models that are not merely
a reaction to exploitative corporate publishing practices
#critlib15
10:17 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

Why are we talking about this with each other (echo chamber)?
Because we're educators? What do we do w/ these
conversations? #critlib15
10:18 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

3

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Team enthusiastic flailing! #critlib15
10:18 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Seek out people who don't speak for you, but to you. Appreciate
difference. Acknowledge it. #critlib15
10:19 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

Not an echo chamber, but keeping our moral compass straight.
#critlib15
10:20 AM  25 Mar 2015

Adam LeaderSmith
@leader_smith


Follow

At #critlib15 talking cultural heritage resources and questions of
privacywhen does open access conflict w. cultural
prerogatives?
10:20 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Among white liberal librarians there's an assumption "Oh, we all
agree." #critlib15
10:20 AM  25 Mar 2015
10

10

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Importance of partnering, relationshipbuilding. #critlib15
10:22 AM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Adam LeaderSmith
@leader_smith


Follow

E.g. privacy of knowledge restricted within a culture, or planning
docs of organizers that could be used against them #critlib15
10:23 AM  25 Mar 2015

Gina B.
@TheLazyEditor


Follow

Libraries provide more visible structures that reveal the capitalist
nature of schol com & publishing  ie, pay walls. #critlib15
10:23 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

2

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

"We need a controlled vocabulary for talking about critical
theory." Wouldn't that be too structuralist? :) #critlib15
10:25 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Gina B.
@TheLazyEditor


Follow

Motivating faculty and students toward OA  they're citizens and
voters. #critlib15
10:25 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

1
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Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

This Intro to #critlib is awesome. So many great minds coming
together. Nice work all #critlib15 @Willoughbrarian
10:25 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

"Dream of a Common Language" A. Rich #critlib15
10:25 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

anna
@nanners314


Follow

Demonstrate limitations of institutional (loc, databases)
structures by searches on racial movements, e.g. Hispanic for
Chicano #critlib15
10:26 AM  25 Mar 2015

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

Define Neoliberalism: We all start at the same place and can
get to the same place. #critlib15
10:27 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

2
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Fear of impinging on someone's territory  danger of being "the
guy" who does SJ/critical librarianship/etc #critlib15
10:27 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

#critlib15 30 librarians riffing on the definition of neoliberalism.
Anyone care to contribute here? #acrl15
10:28 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Andrew Asher
@aasher


Follow

Its very important that we seperate economic liberalism from
what we think of as political liberalism in the US #critlib15
10:29 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

This session is making me think about the importance of building
shared responsibility for critical work. #critlib15
10:29 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

5
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Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

What will be the role of the librarian in exposing the structures of
publishing, authorship & the production of ideas? #critlib15
#acrl2015
10:29 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

Develop best practices for stealing stuff for faculty and students
#screwthesystem #critlib15
10:30 AM  25 Mar 2015
5

6

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

Don’t confuse the tool for the goal #critlib15
10:31 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

7

David Runyon
@dclr42


Follow

Awesome for #ileadusa too. RT @nicholae: librarian praxis
xkcd.com/1053/ #critlib15
10:31 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Andrew Asher
@aasher


Follow

Progressive political liberalism in the US is often nearly the exact
opposite of classical economic liberalism #critlib15
10:31 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

annielivre
@annielivre


Follow

"i didn't get that in library school" #critlib15
10:31 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

.@Willoughbrarian encourages you to read outside the library discipline #critlib15 ...and a big
thanks for leading this session on theory!



2 MONTHS AGO

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

If you're seen as the diversity person, it may keep others from
learning and growing, they can just toss it to you. #critlib15
10:32 AM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Andrew Asher
@aasher


Follow

There's a series of graphic guids to various #critlib15 authors
e.g. amazon.com/IntroducingFo…
10:33 AM  25 Mar 2015
Amazon Books @amazonbooks

Introducing Foucault: A Graphic Guide
By Amazon @amazon

Michel Foucault's work was described at his death as 'the most
important event of thought in our century'. As a philosopher, historian
and political activist, he ...Reply w/ #AmazonWishList to add it.
View on web
2
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Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Graphic Novels about philosophers? Do you know of this series
@amlibrarian? #critlib15
10:34 AM  25 Mar 2015

Gina SchlesselmanTa
@ginaschless


Follow

Really wishing I was at #critlib15 Looks like some amazing
discussions are happening!
10:34 AM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

#critlib15 group photo for #critref
10:35 AM  25 Mar 2015
13

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Neoliberalism is an economic approach that is very libertarian.
Less regulation. All about the market. #critlib15
10:35 AM  25 Mar 2015
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John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

The #critlib Zotero library #critlib15 zotero.org/groups/critlib
(correct hashtag)
10:36 AM  25 Mar 2015
7

10

Shirley Lew
@shlew


Follow

I've been silent, but my head is vibrating. Thanks for connecting
us all through discussion of critical theory @Willoughbrarian!
#critlib15
10:36 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

Further evidence that I am me wherever I am: I took the
minutes! etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/BHoffman #critlib15
10:38 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

6
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Roxanne Shirazi
@RoxanneShirazi


Follow

Part 2 whiteboard for OA/labor/knowledge production (solutions,
ha!) #critlib15
10:39 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

Can anyone help? “@imlaurie: Graphic Novels about
philosophers? Do you know of this series @amlibrarian?
#critlib15” #acrl15
10:51 AM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Gina SchlesselmanTa
@ginaschless


Follow

For other like me who are following #critlib15 from afar:
etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/BHoffman
10:57 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

2

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

@librarianmegs oh please please please livetweet this if you
can, sad I'm missing this conversation... #critlib15 #critlib
#acrlframework
10:57 AM  25 Mar 2015

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

Using #reddit to talk to students about authority, representation, scholarship as conversation 
such a great idea #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Kimberle Crenshaw's original piece about intersectionality, 1989:
philpapers.org/archive/CREDTI… #critlib15
10:58 AM  25 Mar 2015
11

13
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Andrew Asher
@aasher


Follow

In info ethics sessions #critlib15 so far: data, analytics,
intellectual freedom
10:59 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Joanna Gadsby
@jkgadsby


Follow

How are your citations advancing your cause? Who is not
represented in this conversation? #acrlframework #critlib15
10:59 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

4

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@catladylib talking abt cultural competencies as a reaction to
intersectional identities, danger of counting visible diversity.
#critlib15
11:00 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

If you're following #critlib15 from home, links to all the notes are
at the bottom of this page: critlib2015.weebly.com/program.html
11:02 AM  25 Mar 2015
14

20
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Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

ACRL Framework & critical pedagogy: mapping framework to
NSSE for data. #critlib15
11:02 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

"The IL framework is great for our students but presents a
challenge on how do figure out how to local assessment."
#critlib15
11:03 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

1

Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

#critlib15 @edrabinski hard to assess ACRL framework in
adjunctification labor landscape of; collab hard when returning
calls above paygrade
11:06 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

Gina B.
@TheLazyEditor


Follow

Our tendency to professionalize our roles as librarians keeps us
from addressing intersectionality and racism. #critlib15
11:07 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

3
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

A dark side of #MOOCs is a "plug and play education that is
consumer driven" critical tech session at #critlib15
11:08 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Diversity language like "women and people of color" excludes
women of color. #critlib15
11:08 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

annielivre
@annielivre


Follow

Where's the pedagogy in the threshold concepts? #critlib15
11:09 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

great conversation about pedagogy and moving away from skills
in this #critlib15 session about the #acrlframework
11:10 AM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Framework is theoretical. We need to create praxis. It is written
by people who have spent a lot of time steeped in pedagogy.
#critlib15
11:11 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

3

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Question abt threshold concepts shouldn't be 'are they true'
should be, 'are they useful' #critlib15
11:11 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

3

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Getting to make eyes at a baby during this #critlib15 session is
uhhhhmazing.
11:11 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

DuoLingo  a free, analyticsbased way to learn other
languages. #critlib15 duolingo.com
11:12 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

2
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

"It's on the list" as a response to a request  sometimes action
only happens under threat of a lawsuit. #critlib15
11:13 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Standards were easy to assess because they were skill
oriented. But they didn't help guide enough for critical thinking,
process. #critlib15
11:13 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Do Threshold concepts represent a disciplinary orthodoxy?
#critlib15
11:14 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

2

Joel Burkholder
@FromtheShelves


Follow

@JessicaCritten Whose orthodoxy? Ours? Or the disciplines?
#critlib15
11:16 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

#critlib15 enjoy and critique: goal of threshold concepts.... more
critically thinking
11:16 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Thanks! #critlib15 RT @librarianmegs: @donnarosemary Check
out our live action notes: etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/BHoffman.
11:17 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

Considering accessibility and intersectionality, libraries have a
lot of buying power. We need to think how we spend our $$
#critlib15
11:19 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Get students to write down their comments/complaints/feedback
to show admin. #critlib15
11:19 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

6
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

@kellymce wait there's a baby there??? #bestillmyheart
#critlib15
11:19 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

J. Turner Masland
@deweysnotdead


Follow

Halfway through #critlib15 and my major take away/lesson
learned is the importance of partnerships and allies
11:19 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

15

ariana

Follow

@aripants


Resources/services get prioritized, leaving many communities
needs at the end of the priority list, esp if it's a small community
#critlib15
11:20 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

How do we tolerate ambiguity as teachers, students, field?
#critlib15
11:20 AM  25 Mar 2015
6
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Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Framework abt nuance, ambiguity in lots of ways; how stdnts
interact w/info, how libs interact w/framework #critlib15
11:21 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

5

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

The Standards made me roll my eyes. Blah. Blah. Blah.
Framework speaks to me. Seems more like what I do. #critlib15
11:22 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

LC subject headings rear their ugly heads again! Let's talk about
oppression in other library sectors. #critlib15
11:23 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

Working at an art & design school with a heavy industry focus
makes the #acrlframework appealing because of its flexibility
#critlib15
11:23 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

6
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Andrew Asher
@aasher


Follow

Interesting A theoretical hackathon of all the most theoretically
terrible thing you could do with data cololected ar univ #critlib15
11:24 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

lia friedman
@piebrarian


Follow

really really enjoying the conversation
critlib2015.weebly.com/program.html #critlib15
11:24 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

And also relating #acrlframework to #visualliteracy is much
easier than using the standards. #critlib15
11:26 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

It isn't just about systems, controlled vocals, but impact on
individuals, as they search and don't find their experiences.
#critlib15
11:26 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

3
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Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

Threshold concepts for me represent dialectical concepts of how
people learn and engage in practice. Change. #critlib15
#acrl2015
11:26 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

The disappointment students feel when they’re unable to apply
the language they use to describe themselves when doing
research #critlib15
11:26 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

5

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Always the question: how to intervene when someone (esp a
student) says something racist? #critlib15
11:28 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

8

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

How much does faculty need to know about the IL framework?
Is it too much for them (probably). #critlib15 #acrl2015
11:28 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3
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gina levitan
@blinablevitan

How do we "unlibrarian" the thresholds/framework? Is this how we open it up to critical
thinking/reworking? #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

Would EBSCO respond to emails from students indicating that
the indexing terms exclude their experiences and identities?
#critlib15
11:30 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

7

Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

@EBSCO RT @abcedmillered: Would EBSCO respond to
students indicating that indexing terms exclude their
experiences & identities? #critlib15
11:32 AM  25 Mar 2015

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

@emmalawson Have you read the article "not at your service"?
It addresses this issue with very practical solutions and ideas!
#critlib15
11:32 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
5
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Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

.@EBSCO @EBSCOInfoSvcs @EBSCOhost yes. vendors be
responsive to students' desire for representational indexing
@abcedmillered #critlib15
11:33 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Meghan Dowell
@librarianmegs


Follow

@emmalawson Is it embroidered?? #critlib15
11:33 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Even if we find the right keywords, is there much written about
the topic? #critlib15
11:35 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

This article: ils.unc.edu/courses/2013_f… #critlib15
11:35 AM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Oops. Didn't plan to archive #critlib15 tweets. Someone cd
Storify, or TAGS it? mashe.hawksey.info/2013/02/twitte…
Volunteer? @kellymce @jenlabarbera
11:35 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
Martin Hawksey @mhawksey
Twitter Archiving Google Spreadsheet TAGS v5
For a couple of years I've been sharing a Google Sheet template for
archiving searches from Twitter. In September 2012 Twitter announced
the release of a new version of their API (the [...]
View on web

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Does institutional type strongly affect our use of | preference for
the Standards/Framework & infolit interactions w faculty?
#critlib15
11:36 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
3

1

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

Librarians particularly in one state (ahem) had invested in the
stands & outcomes to prove value . #critlib15 #acrl2015
11:36 AM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

#critlib15 for the crit tech group  Spring break sandbox series
blogs.wellesley.edu/lts/2015/03/23…
11:37 AM  25 Mar 2015

Meghan Dowell
@librarianmegs


Follow

"Time to change the lib services menu & remove oneshot? Give
fac other options. Collab on assignment creation."
#acrlframework #critlib15
11:37 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

#critlib15  for the crit tech group  last year's Spring break
sandbox series blogs.wellesley.edu/lts/2014/03/05…
11:37 AM  25 Mar 2015

anne
@718anne


Follow

tactical use of IL Framework to subvert neoliberal higher ed
creep  HOW? Thoughts, ideas? #critlib15
11:38 AM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

What if the Framework had been presented as a conversation
about our goals and pedagogy rther than as replacement for
Standards. #critlib15
11:39 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

4

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

@meghansitar Doing very serious nodding at your comments in
this #critlib15 session!
11:39 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Framework speaks to question of *why* we teach & how.
Standards are what we should teach. Two different
conversations conflated. #critlib15
11:40 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
4

7

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

Use the Framework to confront, dismantle, subvert #critlib15
11:40 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

2
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bibliotekah
@tttkay


Follow

i've never been to @ALA_ACRL but these #critlib15 tweets
make me wish i was there right now! keep em coming, folks.
11:41 AM  25 Mar 2015
4

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

Great discussion about prayer spaces, footwashing stations in
libraries #critlib15
11:41 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

#critlib15 bingo should have had "meta*" on it. or any theory
jargon: problematic, situated, verbiage.
11:42 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

5

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Nascent #crittechifesto percolating. #critlib15
11:42 AM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

Neutrality  pros and cons in reference interviews and in library
spaces #critlib15
11:43 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

"We all have a mission and that mission is social justice" 
Turner at #critlib15
11:43 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Reunited to my better half/partner in crime/shopping buddy @librarianmegs. Thanks #critlib15
#acrl15 http://t.co/lDJ3CQKlqL
Reunited to my better half/partner in crime/shopping buddy @librarianmegs. Thanks #critlib15 #acrl15
pic.twitter.com/lDJ3CQKlqL



KELLY BLANCHAT @KELLYBLANCHAT · 2 MONTHS AGO

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Framework more accommodating of nontraditional research
("scholarship") /Literacies (business, art, etc) #critlib15
11:44 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

2

gina levitan
@blinablevitan

The framework vs the institution vs institutional power (or lack thereof) in the library #critlib15
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ariana
@aripants


Follow

@abcedmillered agree, this hasn't come up in my experience
yet so it's a new conversation for me. very interesting #critlib15
11:45 AM  25 Mar 2015

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

How can we figure out the framework when there is too much
work on the local level? Alienation abounds. #critlib15
#acrol2015
11:46 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Emily "Strategic planning ate 5 hours of my Monday." #critlib15
11:46 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

How can we make unhappiness productive? #critlib15 #acrl2015
11:47 AM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

#critlib15 agreed, Melissa Beouy: start with your allies, often the
School of Education.
11:48 AM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

"Can Your unhappiness can be productive?" For me, not
unhappiness, it's anger. #critlib15
11:48 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

5

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

This session has revealed me as a pessimist! #critlib15
11:49 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

Faculty expecting us to "show students the databases!" can be much more than that with the
Framework  @Willoughbrarian #critlib15
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Meghan Dowell
@librarianmegs


Follow

I created my ripple effect with new faculty. Slow but sofar
positive process. #critlib15
11:51 AM  25 Mar 2015
3

Eli GandourRood
@eliganrood


Follow

hurry back from lunch #critlib15 folks because we are going to
work on writing a CritLibTechifesto & we need your help!!!
11:51 AM  25 Mar 2015
2

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

I am working on another degree in higher education to help me
answer these questions. I'll let you know if I figure out anything.
#critlib15
11:51 AM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Heading across town to link up with #critlib15 #findyourtribe
11:53 AM  25 Mar 2015
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

#critlib15 folks: are there lunch options on site? On my way over
and needing #criticalgrub (@mauraweb)
12:09 PM  25 Mar 2015

Mario Macias
@andornotnear


Follow

at the #critlib15 UnConference learning about critical theory and
pedagogy :)) #acrl2015
12:16 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Lunch! #critlib15
12:46 PM  25 Mar 2015

ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

#critlib15 BINGO! @kellymce
12:54 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2
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Food court lunch at #acrl15 #critlib15.#portland #librarians instagram.com/p/0qcYr6IVo_/



LAURIE BRIDGES @IMLAURIE · 2 MONTHS AGO

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"You don't have to be a cataloger to be interested in hegemonic
information structures." #critlib15 #whoisntinterested?
12:56 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
5

9
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Allison Sullivan
@bulbasauria


Follow

Everyone is at #acrl2015 or #critlib15 pic.twitter.com/tRrJGo38fc
12:59 PM  25 Mar 2015
6

8

Had three most delicious tacos for lunch. #tacos #foodtrucks #portland #acrl2015 #critlib15
instagram.com/p/0qdHAoxANQ/



ARIANA @ARIPANTS · 2 MONTHS AGO
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Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Packed room for #critlib15 #critinstructionfails!
1:03 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Joanna Gadsby
@jkgadsby


Follow

Think of teaching like yoga. Sometimes, you can do everything
right, but something still hurts. #critlib15
1:04 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

Joanna Gadsby
@jkgadsby


Follow

And with that in mind, work out what hurts. Go toward the
resistance. #critlib15
1:05 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

The way library authority work is going is "managing identities."
Who are we to manage other people's identities? @violetbfox
#critlib15
1:05 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
2
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John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

now discussing #critlib fails: power dynamics, bias vs cultural
experience, and messy conversations #critlib15
1:05 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

gina levitan
@blinablevitan

Should have been a bingo square for neutrality! Bit of a buzz word today (I've talked about it
twice so far  that's a trend?) #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

lia friedman
@piebrarian


Follow

#critlib15 so happy there are catalogers here for the hegemonic
information structures session. #acrl15
1:06 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

6

J. Turner Masland
@deweysnotdead


Follow

It's a misnomer that librarians are neutral. If librarians were
neutral, #critlib15 would not be happening.
1:06 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

5
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

What do we want to do with the hegemonic structure of
LCSH/MARC/RDA? Burn it down? We *have* to name/group
stuff, right? #critlib15
1:07 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

1

Meghan Dowell
@librarianmegs


Follow

Acknowledging bias to encourage or normalize a conversation.
#instructionfails #critlib15
1:09 PM  25 Mar 2015

John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

just had an Olivia Newton John moment: Let’s get critical,
critical, I wanna get critical. Let’s get into critical... #critlib
#critlib15
1:09 PM  25 Mar 2015
9

Adam LeaderSmith
@leader_smith


Follow

More #critlib15 thoughts: 2 for 2 with "Better to ask forgiveness,
not permission" being cited in my sessions.
1:09 PM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Opinions exist simultaneously with the truth, re: cataloger bias.
#critlib15
1:11 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

2

John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

Fear is intrinsic when you are challenging your own teaching
methods #critlib15
1:11 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Inquiry, problem, or case based classrooms all useful. #critlib15
1:12 PM  25 Mar 2015

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

"Silence is an important pedagogical tool." #critlib15 #2015
1:14 PM  25 Mar 2015
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ariana

Follow

@aripants


Q: "Do yo ever do instruction and get...*crickets*?" A: You can
be comfortable with that silence and use it as a pedagogical tool
#critlib15
1:14 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

1

karen nicholson
@nicholsonkp


Follow

#Critlib instruction fails #critlib15 silence as pedagogical tool; we
can learn & process in silence
1:14 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Silence might just mean that student are processing. It's a
pedagogical tool. Maybe even build in time for it. #critlib15
1:14 PM  25 Mar 2015
5

12

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

How do we negotiate the tension between our biases and
expertise in resource description? #critlib15 #cataloging
1:15 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

5
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"knowledge itself as a hegemonic information structure"
#critlib15
1:16 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
3

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

Speaking about silence in classroom  someone says that it's ok
for students to be bored  it allows for opp. to learn.. #critlib15
1:16 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

John Jackson
@johnxlibris


Follow

ok, I have not read bell hooks. I need to fix that between now
and next week. #critlib15
1:16 PM  25 Mar 2015
5

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"I call it the reviewer number two problem." LOL @edrabinski
#critlib15
1:19 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1
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Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Skill sharing re #instructionsuccess in the #instructionfails
session: successful scavenger hunts, comfort w/ silence,
popcorn. #critlib15
1:21 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

#critlib2015 (#critlib15? #critlib) sessions are ALL PACKED. all seats filled here after I took this...
http://t.co/YKBhUKpK0o
#critlib2015 (#critlib15? #critlib) sessions are ALL PACKED. all seats filled here after I took this...
pic.twitter.com/YKBhUKpK0o



JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"[In library instruction] I talk about EBSCO as a white hegemonic
structure, and the faculty member is totally okay with it."
#critlib15
1:22 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
2

5

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

Maybe having a prof at an IL sess is negative as oppose to
positive? Profs only want they're goals met. #critlib15 #acrl2015
1:26 PM  25 Mar 2015
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Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

Bowker & Star shout out tx @ameliaabreu #critlib15
1:26 PM  25 Mar 2015

NJCU Library
@NJCULibrary


Follow

cold and rainy in new jersey and wishing we could be in Portland
#critlib15
1:27 PM  25 Mar 2015

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

Faculty engagement in IL goes from "teach them databases
only" to "you do what you do best"! #critlib15 #acrl2015
1:31 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

#critlib fails vs "standard instruction" fails  are the stakes higher
with the former? #critlib15
1:31 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

We need to surface the conditions (?) of our labor. #critlib15
1:34 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"I would explain precoordinated and postcoordinated Library of
Congress Subject Headings." <3 you @violetbfox! #critlib15
1:35 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

gina levitan
@blinablevitan

Is it the medium of the evidence or the message that could lead to an instruction fail? Is the
medium the message here? #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

hi #critlib15! sweet surfing dinosaur...could we call this surfing dinosaur RADICAL?? A radical
reference dinosaur??? http://t.co/8mU7yWfXMO
hi #critlib15! sweet surfing dinosaur...could we call this surfing dinosaur RADICAL?? A radical reference
dinosaur??? pic.twitter.com/8mU7yWfXMO



JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

LCSH as culture and cultural artifact. #critlib15
1:36 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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#critlib15 tweetapalooza (with images) · foureyedsoul · Storify

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"#LCSH is both a culture and a cultural artifact." (riffing off quote
about internet) @ameliaabreu #critlib15
1:36 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
2

4

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

Awesome point that a lot of the #critlib failures are ones we don't
know about  how we speak to students, who we look at, etc.
#critlib15
1:37 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

11
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Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Winding down, hegemonic information systems. #critlib15
#librarians
1:39 PM  25 Mar 2015
6

Violet Fox
@violetbfox


Follow

Common theme in my #critlib15 convos: both alienating jargon &
controlled vocab represents contemporary exclusionary power
structures.
1:40 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
5

13
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Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

@emmalawson #critlib15 So glad someone brought that up. It's
amazing how people can be excluded by something we aren't
conscious of.
1:43 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

@emmalawson bell hooks' writing inspires me to develop my
own voice, and yet listen so that I can amplify other experiences.
#critlib15
1:44 PM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Baharak Yousefi
@BaharakY


Follow

Taking advice from librarians pays off deliciously! Thanks for the
lunch recommendation #critlib15. @Nongskhaomangai
1:46 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

2

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

We're going to make a library lesson plan that incorporates bingo cards. @Willoughbrarian this
is our reminder. #critlib15
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Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

Jenna Freedman and Annie Pho introducing #critlib15 lightning
talks; there is nothing to be liked more than this.
1:53 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

Three screens! @catladylib at the command desk. Feminist pedagogy! #critlib15
http://t.co/BypZNOq5VS
Three screens! @catladylib at the command desk. Feminist pedagogy! #critlib15
pic.twitter.com/BypZNOq5VS
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Best title slide! #critlib15 instagram.com/p/0qjIL_MfD4/



MEGHAN DOWELL @LIBRARIANMEGS · 2 MONTHS AGO

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@catladylib: feminist pedagogy in library instruction...with cat
gifs!! #critlib15
1:54 PM  25 Mar 2015
5

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

#critlib15 lightning talk about #feministpedagogy slides are FULL
OF CATS because @catladylib created them.
1:55 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
3
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Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

.@catladylib "Feminist Pedagogy for Library Instruction by Maria
Accardi changed my life." me too!
#critlib15
1:55 PM  25 Mar 2015
5

17

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"Me standing up here talking to you about feminist pedagogy is
not what #feministpedagogy is all about." @catladylib #critlib15
1:55 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

3

Nicole LP
@Nic_lpdx


Follow

@ #critlib15
1:56 PM  25 Mar 2015

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Also #critlib15 bingos are coming in left and right! Still about five
prizes left...
1:56 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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@catladylib presenting with awesomeness #critlib15 #acrl2015 @ Portland State University
instagram.com/p/0qjaeTyLvk/



CUDJOE @CUDJOE70 · 2 MONTHS AGO

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Omg #critpotato gif!! @catladylib #critlib15
1:57 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

OMFG @catladylib AT #CRITLIB15!!! http://t.co/dTLRRuo8yY
OMFG @catladylib AT #CRITLIB15!!! pic.twitter.com/dTLRRuo8yY



JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

Students posting and sharing with each other an article, book, website, tip on a #padlet love
this idea from @catladylib #critlib15
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Created a research community to enact #feministpedagogy.
@catladylib #critlib15
1:58 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

.@catladylib i'm living for this: bit.ly/1Iw5cAH thank you!
#critlib15 subversive handouts and #femped
1:58 PM  25 Mar 2015
WordPress.com @wordpressdotcom

Research as a Conversation and Feminist Pedagogy
A couple weeks ago, I taught an instruction session for a gender and
women studies and Latin American/Latin@ class that was focused on
Chicana feminists and testimonios. I found the structure and t...
View on web
1

4
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

"Subversive handout" as a way to extend conversation with
students beyond the oneshot. #critlib15
1:58 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

6

mimbuttons
@mimbuttons


Follow

#critpotato at #critlib15 !!! @deweysnotdead @barnlib
@pumpedlibrarian @mauraweb @catladylib @kellymce
@edrabinski
2:00 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

The social justice is the voices. #critlib15
2:00 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@l1brar1an talking about autoethnography as a way to do
critical analysis, selfexamination. #critlib15
2:01 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2
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Dan Cherubin
@skalibrarian


Follow

@edrabinski Hope someone is citing Olsen!! #critlib15
2:01 PM  25 Mar 2015

Shirley Lew
@shlew


Follow

Hey, @imlaurie there's that word again: autoethnography.
#critlib15
2:01 PM  25 Mar 2015
3
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lia friedman
@piebrarian


Follow

#critlib15 #acrl15
2:02 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

4
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Annie Pho
@catladylib


Follow

@kellymce haha glad you caught it! I put easter eggs on all the
slides! #critpotato #critlib15
2:02 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

Autoethnography: a genre of \"memoir"\ that follows ideas of \"objectivity"\  @l1brar1an
#critlib15
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Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

BAM. LIGHTNING. #critlib15
2:03 PM  25 Mar 2015
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Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

Wow, we "re" a lot. Review, reflect, revise. Is research a "re" in
this context? #critlib15
2:03 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

6

Annie Pho
@catladylib


Follow

@mariataccardi @edrabinski mega shout out to your book!
#critlib15
2:05 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@oksveta talking about the Steven Salaita case. #critlib15
2:05 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

@kellymce oh yeah got it now thx to autoethnography Twitter
chat! :) #critlib15 #critbingo
2:06 PM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Kelly Blanchat
@kellyblanchat

Did y'all know there's a super cute baby in attendance at #critlib15?



2 MONTHS AGO

Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

@PopCulLibrn @kellyblanchat totally award for cutest #critlib15
attendee.
2:10 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@ameliaabreu on "doing #Critlib" outside of libraries. #critlib15
2:11 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Meghan Dowell
@librarianmegs


Follow

Ooooh, @ameliaabreu's lightening talk at #critlib15 is really
hitting hard in my random backburner secret thoughts.
2:13 PM  25 Mar 2015
4
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annielivre
@annielivre


Follow

RE tweeting “@librarybell: Wow, we "re" a lot. Review, reflect,
revise. Is research a "re" in this context? #critlib15”
2:13 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

wow, an LIS professor who cares about post-LIS job placement!! that is a rare sight!! #critlib15
http://t.co/rp49jT3SoG
wow, an LIS professor who cares about post-LIS job placement!! that is a rare sight!! #critlib15
pic.twitter.com/rp49jT3SoG



JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO

alanakumbier
@alanakumbier


Follow

@jkgadsby @librarygrrrl @kellymce And I learned about it from
the amazing @ijastram! pegasuslibrarian.com/2008/01/subver…
#critlib15
2:14 PM  25 Mar 2015
Jetpack @jetpack
Subversive Handouts: One Librarian's Secret
Weapon
I've recently (within the last year and a half) taken
to the idea of handouts. Real, printed, paper
handouts. I almost never list specific resources on
those handouts, though, since I save that kin...
View on web
4
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@ameliaabreu: there is critical information work in every job
#critlib15
2:15 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

gina levitan
@blinablevitan

I love that "calling bullshit" is a bullet point here  critical information work in every job
#critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Critical information work: calling bullshit. @ameliaabreu
#critlib15
2:15 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

3

hi emily #critlib15 http://t.co/sMG8oxWUHD
hi emily #critlib15 pic.twitter.com/sMG8oxWUHD
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Gr Keer
@bluebrarian


Follow

#critlib15
2:16 PM  25 Mar 2015

Joanna Gadsby
@jkgadsby


Follow

I've heard the word bullshit more at this event than any other
ever, which is fabulous. #critlib15
2:16 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

6
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karen nicholson
@nicholsonkp


Follow

Thinking critically about OA: making it incumbent upon individual
authors to only publish in OA journals problematic @edrabinski
#critlib15
2:18 PM  25 Mar 2015

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

#LibSolidarity for academic workers @tararobertson funding for
striking librarians shared by @edrabinski #critlib15
gofundme.com/libsolidarity
2:18 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
8

2

karen nicholson
@nicholsonkp


Follow

Does open access make the labour req'd to make OA happen
invisible? #pinkcollarlabour #critlib15
2:19 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Shoutout to @tararobertson and gofundme.com/libsolidarity
#critlib15
2:19 PM  25 Mar 2015
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Call for solidarity for striking workers. #acrl2015 #critlib15 go fund site. @ Portland State University
instagram.com/p/0ql-ivyLkE/



CUDJOE @CUDJOE70 · 2 MONTHS AGO

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@edrabinski talking about her own experience on picket line,
encouraging people to donate to gofundme.com/libsolidarity
#critlib15
2:19 PM  25 Mar 2015
7

7

Annie Pho
@catladylib


Follow

.@edrabinski shared gofundme.com/libsolidarity to help U of T
and York University librarians on strike. #critlib15
2:19 PM  25 Mar 2015
9

5
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#critlib tech manifesto #critlib15 http://t.co/U8F7vzJhmi
#critlib tech manifesto #critlib15 pic.twitter.com/U8F7vzJhmi
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Google Docs @googledocs

Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

.@tararobertson @edrabinski gofundme.com/libsolidarity this
great primer on the why: bit.ly/1FVMzpZ. #libsolidarity #critlib15
#acrl2015
2:20 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

2

J. Turner Masland
@deweysnotdead


Follow

#organized #librarians #solidarity #critlib15
dt.gofund.me/libsolidarity
2:20 PM  25 Mar 2015
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Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Do we need a #critlib tech manifesto? #critlib15
2:20 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@cynth and @eliganrood rockin' a #crittechifesto lightning
conversation! #critlib15
2:21 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

4
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Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries


Follow

Authors boycotting traditional publishing for OA is a value, yes,
but not necessarily a political strategy. #acrl15 #openaccess
#critlib15
2:21 PM  25 Mar 2015

l1brar1an
@l1brar1an


Follow

For those interested in autoethnography & want more info, get in
touch. A community is slowly developing around this method.
#critlib15
2:21 PM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Guerrilla #critlib tech manifesto lightning talk. #critlib15
collaboration, digital labor, privacy, preservation, UX.
2:22 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
3

4

Annie Pho
@catladylib


Follow

When UIC went on strike, it meant a lot to have colleagues from
all over the country to show their support. It really matters.
#critlib15
2:22 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

5

❤ #critlib15 tech manifesto is so meta analog x4 http://t.co/UwrJTHHyVb
#critlib15 tech manifesto is so meta analog x4 pic.twitter.com/UwrJTHHyVb
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Gr Keer
@bluebrarian


Follow

Labor is definitely a theme of today #critlibtechmanifesto
#critlib15
2:22 PM  25 Mar 2015
6

4

karen nicholson
@nicholsonkp


Follow

When we librarians use #edtech & encourage faculty & students
to do so, do we consider #privacy & ethics? #critlib15
2:23 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

.@eliganrood on benefit of having a shared document! #critlib15
2:24 PM  25 Mar 2015

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

Remember that tech is material. Strip mining, disposal.
@edrabinski #critlib15
2:24 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
4

3
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katie
@melbrarian


Follow

wishing i was at #critlib15 today! super thanks in advance to
everyone who is tweeting... following the hastag with great
enthusiasm xo
2:26 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

I wish there was a cute baby at every conference. #critlib15
2:26 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

5

karen nicholson
@nicholsonkp


Follow

What's the message we send students when we tell them to
watch a video instead of giving them individual attention &
facetime? #critlib15
2:27 PM  25 Mar 2015
12

12

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

"Capitalismit's everywhere and it's creepy and weird." #critlib15
2:27 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
6
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Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

"Capitalism is everywhere and it is creepy and weird!" #critlib15
quote of the day RIGHT THERE
2:27 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Gr Keer
@bluebrarian


Follow

"Capitalism is everywhere and it's creepy and weird"
#critlibtechmanifesto #critlib15
2:27 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

gina levitan
@blinablevitan

"Capitalism! It's everywhere and it's creepy and weird!" #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Baharak Yousefi
@BaharakY


Follow

"Capitalism is everywhere and it's creepy and weird." #critlib15
2:28 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

JENNA!! #CRITLIB15 http://t.co/4vUqBnmsaJ
JENNA!! #CRITLIB15 pic.twitter.com/4vUqBnmsaJ
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Angie Manfredi
@misskubelik


Follow

@nicholsonkp @kellymce some students have learning styles
that work better through videos, though. Worth considering.
#critlib15
2:29 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Way to go @eliganrood and @cynth for starting the convo re:
the nascent #critlibtechmanifesto! #critlib15
2:29 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

4

Cudjoe
@CUDJOE70


Follow

We should question Ed tech as a means of maximizing profits
and not necessarily benefitting students. #critlib15 #acrl2015
2:30 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

4

Maura Smale
@mauraweb


Follow

Someone take a picture #critlib15, biggest circle ever!
2:30 PM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Jacqueline Wernimont
@profwernimont


Follow

hope to see the #critlibtechmanifesto after watching all the
convo on #critlib15
2:32 PM  25 Mar 2015

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

#critlib15 panorama!
2:32 PM  25 Mar 2015
9
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ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

#critlib15
2:33 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

7

silssa

Follow

@silssa


Follow #critlib15 for awesome critical library unconference at
#acrl2015 featuring SILS prof @edrabinski ! any other Pratt
SILS ppl there?
2:34 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2
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Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian


Follow

#critlib15 feeling safe & seen & "gotten" at a profesh conference.
Critical practice among our peers. All the feels right now.
2:35 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

6

Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

Kinda verklempt in a room with such amazing folks. #critlib15
2:38 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

every seat is full at the #critlib #acrl2015 unconference cool-down session. #critlib15 crit lib is so
amazing. http://t.co/QvMH9aGAHs
every seat is full at the #critlib #acrl2015 unconference cool-down session. #critlib15 crit lib is so
amazing. pic.twitter.com/QvMH9aGAHs
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Shirley Lew
@shlew


Follow

"I just want to appreciate you"  that sums it up nicely. Thank you
organizers of #critlib15!
2:39 PM  25 Mar 2015
5
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J. Turner Masland
@deweysnotdead


Follow

#critlib15 #acrl15 #weareamovement
2:39 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

jp porcaro ☆
@MakeItHappenDay

"#critlib is a movement" #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

jp porcaro ☆
@MakeItHappenDay

"be kind to ourselves and each other when we fail" #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

#babywearing librarian here at #critlib15 is the best thing I've
seen all day #happyfeels
2:40 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

4
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Shana Higgins
@shiggin


Follow

I was/am indeed terrified @catladylib #critlib15
2:42 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

l1brar1an
@l1brar1an


Follow

@donnarosemary or is it a librarian wearing baby? #critlib15
2:43 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Biggest group share circle eva #critlib15 #criticalfeels
2:43 PM  25 Mar 2015
4
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INALJ (Naomi House)
@INALJNaomi


Follow

Catching up with all the #critlib15 tweets from @acrl2015! ccing
@T160kNaomi
2:44 PM  25 Mar 2015

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Critical Journeys book highly recommended. #critlib15
2:46 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

Had an awesome time at #critlib15. En route to #acrl2015
convention centre now
2:47 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
1

Dan Cherubin
@skalibrarian


Follow

For those us watching #critlib15 from afar: I'm still hoping for
some #OuLiPo librarianship moments! More Perec!!
2:47 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Cc @jenlabarbera  notes from #critlib15 will end up in PSU's
PDF repository...stay tuned!
2:49 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

5

Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Now I'm curious  what is racial diversity of ACRL? Do these
numbers exist? #critlib15
2:50 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

@imlaurie stats for academic librarians = 86% white. Not sure
about ACRL attendees. #critlib15
2:52 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Jessica Critten
@JessicaCritten


Follow

Feel empowered to take risks! #critlib15
2:53 PM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

Feminist roving reference. An idea to inform future practice.
#critlib15
2:54 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
4

Molly Higgins
@mollygoggles


Follow

I see you @eliganrood RT @barnlib: Guerrilla #critlib tech
manifesto lightning talk. #critlib15
2:55 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

4
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Eamon Tewell
@EamonTewell


Follow

Great discussions on critical reference, instruction fails, & the
Framework at #critlib15. MAJOR thank you to the organizers!
2:59 PM  25 Mar 2015
5

Rebecca Graff
@RebeccaEveGraff


Follow

#critlib15
3:02 PM  25 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States

Meghan Dowell
@librarianmegs


Follow

Capping off my day at @Portland_State for #critlib15 with a beer
at @CheerfulTort. All the nostalgic #alum feels.
3:03 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Allison Trumble
@atrumbled


Follow

@emmalawson seems like as long as it's general, it's fine.
specifics = danger zone, at least in the cases you mention.
#critlib15
3:05 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Megan A. Brooks
@librarygrrrl


Follow

Solidarity with #teamharpy from lots at #critlib15, including
@catladylib, @jacobsberg, and me.
3:11 PM  25 Mar 2015
7

20

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

#critlib15 anyone who wants to do coffee find me and
@elliehearts in the big main room!
3:11 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

tara robertson
@tararobertson


Follow

If folks are still at #critlib15 and willing to take a photo with a
message of solidarity that I can post here:
gofundme.com/libsolidarity
3:12 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

1
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Oh dang! I forgot to #critlib15 pitch the critical pedagogy
handbook! Come find me if you have questions!
critlib.tumblr.com/CFP
3:13 PM  25 Mar 2015
Tumblr @tumblr
Book CFP
Do you incorporate critical pedagogy into your
library instruction? We are seeking short chapters
on using critical pedagogy in lesson design and
other components of teaching to compile in a
practi...
View on web
1

3

tara robertson
@tararobertson


Follow

Or maybe some of you #critlib15 folks can do this at #ACRL15?
That would be the best.
3:13 PM  25 Mar 2015

OMFG MY DAY IS SO MUCH BETTER I MET #CRITBABY AT #critlib15!!! http://t.co/mJzORSbTbx
OMFG MY DAY IS SO MUCH BETTER I MET #CRITBABY AT #critlib15!!! pic.twitter.com/mJzORSbTbx



JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
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Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

Heading to Case Study Coffee at corner of SW 10th and SW
Yamhill w/ @elliehearts for any #critlib15 folks that wanna do
#criticalcoffee
3:24 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Antonin I. Pribetić
@APribetic


Follow

RT @kshockey04: RT @librarygrrrl: Solidarity with #teamharpy
from lots at #critlib15, including @catladylib, @jacobsberg, and
me.
3:25 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

2

#critlib15 train selfie! #acrl2015 http://t.co/V18AyBpWk4
#critlib15 train selfie! #acrl2015 pic.twitter.com/V18AyBpWk4



JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO

Sveta Stoytcheva
@oksveta


Follow

Very cool to meet #critlib people IRL. You guys are cool in
person, too. #critlib15
3:51 PM  25 Mar 2015
4
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Megan Watson
@meganjwatson


Follow

Ditto! RT @librarygrrrl: Solidarity with #teamharpy from lots at
#critlib15, including @catladylib, @jacobsberg, and me.
4:04 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

+1 RT @librarygrrrl: Solidarity with #teamharpy from lots at
#critlib15, including @catladylib, @jacobsberg, and me.
4:15 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

@SeerGenius @imlaurie good question, someone raised that in
the closing. We didn't ask for demographic info at reg. #critlib15
4:21 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Internet buds I didn't get to really meet at #critlib15 because I
was hauling stuff around, please say hi if you see me at
#acrl2015.
4:22 PM  25 Mar 2015
2
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Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

Questions about racial diversity among attendees at #critlib15 
anyone have a sense of this?
4:28 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Alan Carbery
@acarbery


Follow

.@GWillowWilson's msg of "you never know what ppl are
carrying" resonates perfectly with major takeaways from
#critlib15 today #acrl2015
4:33 PM  25 Mar 2015
2

5

lisahubbell
@lisahubbell


Follow

Missing #acrl2015 but hugely grateful for all the tweets from
#critlib15 and the notes at end of
critlib2015.weebly.com/program.html (HT @kellymce).
4:35 PM  25 Mar 2015
3

Ian Beilin
@ibeilin


Follow

@kshockey04 by the way, we missed you and @foureyedsoul
today at #critlib15  next time!
4:47 PM  25 Mar 2015
1
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Amanda M Meeks
@AcornElectric


Follow

G. Willow Wilson has given a wonderful, thoughtprovoking
keynote. Thank you and what a great follow up to #critlib15.
#acrl2015
5:21 PM  25 Mar 2015
5

Kelly McElroy
@kellymce


Follow

To sorta answer my own question, #critlib15 seemed majority
white. But more or less so than other librarian shindigs?
5:23 PM  25 Mar 2015

jp porcaro ☆
@MakeItHappenDay

Photo: #librarianwardrobe #acrl2015 #critlib15

(at Ristretto Roastery)

tmblr.co/ZZKLnx1gmHh8w



2 MONTHS AGO

Maria T. Accardi
@mariataccardi


Follow

@catladylib I'd really love to see your #critlib15 presentation
notes if they're online somewhere!
5:49 PM  25 Mar 2015
3
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Annie Pho
@catladylib


Follow

@mariataccardi not yet, but I plan to post them when I get a
chance! #critlib15
5:55 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Cindy Fisher
@cynth


Follow

beginnings of a #crittechifesto thnx 2 great ideas from
@librarygrrrl @eliganrood @oksveta & others at #critlib15
5:56 PM  25 Mar 2015
8

7
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Eamon Tewell
@EamonTewell


Follow

Reading over the #critlib15 info booklet and this paragraph nails
it!
6:20 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

11

Nancy Foasberg
@nfoasberg


Follow

Missed all the #critlib15 stuff today because I got in this
afternoon. Reading through great tweets now. Is this happening
again?
6:31 PM  25 Mar 2015

Julie Adamo
@jmadamo


Follow

Come hear @caropinto, Caroline Nappo, and I speak about
corporatization of lib. collections tomorrow at 8am, rm F149!
#acrl2015 #critlib15
7:04 PM  25 Mar 2015
4

5
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Baharak Yousefi
@BaharakY


Follow

Pondering intersectionality. I'm obvs a fan BUT am afraid that
we used it to gloss over the difficult question of racism in libs.
#critlib15
8:10 PM  25 Mar 2015
7

14

Jodi Shaw
@jodi_shaw


Follow

@silssa @edrabinski Si. Pratt SILS is in the house! #acrl2015
#critlib15 @PrattSILS
8:14 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

G. Willow Wilson addressing intersectionality was the perfect
segue from #critlib15 to #acrl2015
8:46 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

3

amelia abreu
@ameliaabreu


Follow

Such a great day at #critlib15, loved meeting @edrabinski
@RoxanneShirazi @kellymce @catladylib @caropinto +
catching up with old pals
10:09 PM  25 Mar 2015
5
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ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

Is anyone storifying #critlib15 ? Or otherwise collecting tweets?
10:18 PM  25 Mar 2015
1

1

Laurie Bridges
@imlaurie


Follow

Ok, insightful paper about race (ARL NOT ACRL) 86% of
librarians white; 60% of HE students are white.
ala.org/acrl/sites/ala… #critlib15
10:23 PM  25 Mar 2015
6

9

l1brar1an
@l1brar1an


Follow

Goodnight #critlib15 #acrl15 #ACRL2015 walking back to take a
train to take a minivan to my bed. Sleep well librarians and
librariantypes.
10:30 PM  25 Mar 2015

Anne Donlon
@annetiquate


Follow

So many conference hashtags to follow: #acrl2015 #critlib15
#SCMS15 #iconf15. And I'm headed to #acla2015 this morning.
Seattle here I come!
4:28 AM  26 Mar 2015
4
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Duré Khan
@Gamer9701


Follow

youtu.be/f7pZirYVYY lol #IND sayy what? #IndvsAus #critlib15
#WC2015 #WeWontGiveItBack #WorldCup2015
6:14 AM  26 Mar 2015
YouTube @YouTube

lia friedman
@piebrarian


Follow

still feeling glad and lucky that I started my #acrl2015 at the
#critlib15 uncon. giving me a great lens to view the rest of
ACRL!
8:28 AM  26 Mar 2015
2

14

Stephanie Miller
@abcedmillered


Follow

@piebrarian #critlib15 #acrl2015 I feel the same way!
8:31 AM  26 Mar 2015
1
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Eli GandourRood
@eliganrood


Follow

.@artgeeklibraria @edrabinski Folks at #critlib15 yesterday: is
crit lib instruct about teaching our folks how to 'steal' more
effectively?
9:00 AM  26 Mar 2015
2

Caro Pinto
@caropinto


Follow

ICYMI: Check out the @zotero group for 'The Neoliberal in
YOUR Library' ow.ly/KESp5 #ACRL2015 #critlib15
9:02 AM  26 Mar 2015
13

19

Maura Smale
@mauraweb


Follow

Echoing #critlib15 convos, must ensure that librarians of color
aren't always only working on diversity initiatives. #acrlacloc
#acrl2015
10:51 AM  26 Mar 2015
4

3
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SocialJusticeCollab
@SJCollaborate


Follow

“@librarygrrrl: #critlib15 group photo for #critref
pic.twitter.com/KRpxA7HQJj” nice pic!!
11:39 AM  26 Mar 2015
1

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

Nice to hear a shout out to #critlib15 in this giant panel.
#acrl2015
3:09 PM  26 Mar 2015
1

9
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Christina Bell
@librarybell


Follow

#acrl2015newroles shoutout to #critlib15  outside formal library
conf structure but still vitally important #acrl2015
3:10 PM  26 Mar 2015
2

5

Donna Witek
@donnarosemary


Follow

.@blendedlib gives a shout out to #critlib15 as an example of
the kinds of decentralized work our profession is doing
#acrl2015newroles
3:11 PM  26 Mar 2015
3

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski


Follow

LT: Though I wouldn't call #critlib15 "professional development."
#acrl2015
3:11 PM  26 Mar 2015
3

ellie
@elliehearts


Follow

Any of my Twitter friends who haven't met me in person want to
say hi? I have no plans the rest of the day. #acrl2015 #critlib15
#critlib
4:04 PM  26 Mar 2015
1
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Carla G
@MoreOnThisLater


Follow

Glad I made it to at least 1/2 of #critlib15 (first unconference);
now informing conversations @ ACRL around information
ethics.
8:53 PM  26 Mar 2015

Barnard Library
@barnlib


Follow

#acrl2015 folks check out #critlib15 tweets. If you like what you
see join Tues #critlib chats tinyurl.com/critlibx
9:09 PM  26 Mar 2015 · Portland, OR, United States
10

8

Ryan P. Randall
@foureyedsoul


Follow

Has anyone done a Storify or otherwise grabbed the #critlib15
tweets while they're fresh? I still need to learn twarc…. #critlib
@barnlib
9:14 PM  26 Mar 2015
1
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Eli GandourRood
@eliganrood


Follow

Ok y'all @EveryLibrary #acrl2015 #critlib15 folks. Headed to
karaoke at the SE @voiceboxpdx  who's in?
9:26 PM  26 Mar 2015
2

2

Kevin Seeber
@kevinseeber


Follow

Tomorrow at 11 in C123124 I'll be copresenting #acrlprocess
with @JessicaCritten. I hope you can make it. #acrl2015 #critlib
#critlib15
9:36 PM  26 Mar 2015
4

9

John Russell
@uohistlib

@foureyedsoul @barnlib I twarced them, but forgot to put them up. Will do tomorrow.
#critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Polly Thistlethwaite
@MissReadings

RT @kellymce: If you're following #critlib15 from home, links to all the notes are at the bottom of
this page: critlib2015.weebly.com/program.html



2 MONTHS AGO

Megan A. Brooks
librarygrrrl
@librarygrrrl
PDX, it’s been nice being here. #critlib15 was amazing and I’m so happy to have met so many of
you IRL! But the migraines did me in. +
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Maura Smale
@mauraweb

@foureyedsoul @uohistlib @barnlib Cool! Keep me posted  I've been the #critlib15 website
wrangler & will pull links etc there to archive.



2 MONTHS AGO

Laura O'Brien
@niathena

Explore the idea that archives are not impartial, unmediated resources #critlib15 #acrl2015



2 MONTHS AGO

Eli Gandour-Rood
@eliganrood

hey y'all #critlib15 folks & #acrl2015 folks and all lib folks: let's create a Critical Lib Tech
Manifesto together: bit.ly/critlibtechman…



2 MONTHS AGO

Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian

#critlib15 #critlib #acrl2015 if you're into radical cataloging, teh internetz and metadata, be sure
to check out #mashcat



2 MONTHS AGO

Oregon Library Assoc
@OregonLibraries

Noble: have you heard of critical coding? Have you read Herbert Schiller? #acrl2015 #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

John Russell
@uohistlib

@mauraweb @foureyedsoul @barnlib The #critlib15 files are now up on GitHub:
github.com/histlib/critli…
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Julie Adamo
@jmadamo

Check out the @zotero group for 'The Neoliberal in YOUR Library' ow.ly/KESp5 #ACRL2015
#critlib15 #neolib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Maura Smale
@mauraweb

@uohistlib @foureyedsoul @barnlib Awesome, thanks John! I'll pull them into the website soon.
#critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Emily Drabinski
@edrabinski

Check #GenderLIS hashtag for @PrattSILS @silssa event on gender/race in librarianship!
#acrl2015 #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

lia friedman
@piebrarian

@littledome a crit lib unconference? I didn't organize this one but I'd love to see one in california!
#critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

lindyjb
@lindyjb

I'm totes RTing tons of #acrl2015 and #critlib15 tweets. So much goodness and applicable to all
types of libraries and librarians.



2 MONTHS AGO

Megan A. Brooks
librarygrrrl
@librarygrrrl
@olinj I was so happy to meet @PopCulLibrn at #critlib15!
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gina levitan
@blinablevitan

Thank you #acrl2015 #critlib15! I'm here till Monday if anyone wants to meet up post conference
nap and food!



2 MONTHS AGO

Christina Bell
@librarybell

My mom gets me: Of course your ideal vacation is highly intellectual. You'd be bored otherwise.
Thx for the brain stims #acrl2015 #critlib15



2 MONTHS AGO

Kevin Seeber
@kevinseeber

So glad I got to be part of #acrl2015 and #critlib15, and so glad it's over. Thanks to everyone for
everything. I'll now sleep for a month.



2 MONTHS AGO

Megan Watson
@meganjwatson

Thanks, #critlib15 & #acrl2015, for a fab conf Learned lots, much to reflect on/process. But for
now, home, sweats, & figure skating on TV.



2 MONTHS AGO

Maura Smale
@mauraweb

OMW to the airport, so tired but so delighted to have spent time learning from and hanging out
with such awesome folks. #critlib15 #acrl2015
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It's been real #critlib15 + #acrl2015. Thank you Thank you Thank you! pic.twitter.com/ZBiek1KOrD



ELIZABETH LIEUTENANT @LIZLIEUTENANT · 2 MONTHS AGO

Nicole Pagowsky
@pumpedlibrarian

.@foureyedsoul @barnlib hoping happens 2 + maybe write ups for blog? #critlib #critlib15 sry to
demand labor but feel like I missed so much!



2 MONTHS AGO

Nicole Pagowsky
@pumpedlibrarian

Also basically still crying I had to miss #critlib15 #critlib lets plz do it again for ALA in SF! So
sad I didn't get to meet a lot of you
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Lydia Willoughby
@Willoughbrarian

@pumpedlibrarian @foureyedsoul @barnlib i'm writing post tmrw on theory convo. please
share what folks remember! #critlib #critlib15
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